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Why are we systematically wrong?
•  We’re not really.

– Rational inference with different assumptions than 
the experimenter wants.

– eg, representativeness (Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001)


•  Algorithmic explanations

– Specific heuristics without general justification
– Rational computations but imperfect approximations 

Griffiths, Vul, & Sanborn (2012)
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Heuristics/Biases and sampling
•  Approximate Bayesian inference 

using a few samples.
– Probability matching, 
– Decision variability, 
– Deviations from optimality 

•  These samples are not independent, 
reflect drift in internal estimates:
– Anchoring and adjustment from MCMC

•  Asymmetric states cause problems 
for sample-based decision-maker.
– Black-swan/availability bias tradeoff
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Representing probabilities.
•  Analytical  

i.e., equations, including 
variational methods

•  Tabular / grids  
e.g., probabilistic  
population codes 
(Pouget/Ma/Beck) 


•  Sampling 

(Also: Griffiths, Sanborn, Tenenbaum, Goodman, etc. 
Neural: Fiser/Lengyel/Berkes)



Inference by sampling

(Galton, 1889)

•  General, scalable AI/ML approach

•  Psychologically plausible

•  Predicts human idiosyncrasies



How many samples is best?
•  Maximize long run utility… 

(assume actions have positive utility)

•  How much does a sample cost?

•  Consider how ratio of action-time to sample time 
(how much does each sample decrease rate of decisions?)
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How many samples is best?

Vul, Goodman, Griffiths, & Tenenbaum (2009; in revision)

Action cost relative  
to sample cost 

Decisions will not reflect computationally optimal answer, 
will reflect biases of sampling algorithm.



•  Visual attention guesses are i.i.d.:  
based on a few samples?

Decisions/Guesses are i.i.d.

Vul, Hanus, & Kanwisher (2009)

Vul & Rich (2010)

But do these samples reflect real world knowledge?



Guessing the value of goods 

Empirical Mean Log($ value) 
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Uncertainty and variance 
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Within-vs-Across person variability
•  Within- and across-

person variability tracks 
empirical variability.

•  Within-person 
variability is lower than 
empirical variability

•  Is this due to 
idiosyncratic biases, or 
sequential dependence 
in guesses?
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Knowledge about the world
•  What percent of the world’s airports are in the 

United States? 


•  Saudi Arabia consumes what percentage of the 
oil it produces? 


•  What percentage of the world’s countries have a 
higher life expectancy than the United States? 


•   
 
(30.3)

•   
 
(18.9)

•   
 
(20.3)



A crowd within

Vul & Pashler (2008)

Guesses grow more independent over time:
Low within-pers. variability from anchoring and adjustment?



Producing samples via MCMC

(figure	  from	  Tom	  Griffiths)	  



RAT sequential dependence
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Smith,	  Huber,	  &	  Vul	  (submi;ed)	  
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Sequential dependence of guesses

Smith,	  Huber,	  &	  Vul	  (under	  review)	  

Is  “anchoring and adjustment” (sequential dependence) 
merely adherence to old guess?

Or does it reflect some slowly drifting beliefs?





Errors reflect miscalibration
•  Above ~10 mapping seems to be uncertain.

Subject A Subject B



Sequential dependency in mapping
•  Slow error ACF reflects drift in # mapping

Proportional errors, not responses, change slowly over time:
Sequential dependence arises from 

slowly changing internal number mapping estimate.
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Black swans and extreme states
•  Low probability events with extreme, 

contradictory utilities are important
– Consider Russian roulette
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State probabilities seem ok…



But huge losses can occur



Utility variance weighted samples
•  Sample from:  

~p(state) st.dev.[U(action; state)]

•  Reweight  by: 
st.dev.[U(action; state)]-1
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Losses gone…



…but extreme states overestimated



Tradeoffs from sparse sampling
•  If states are sampled based on probability…

– Probability estimates are calibrated.
– Decisions are good when stakes are constant.
– Disastrous errors when stakes are asymmetric. 


•  If sampled based on their “stakes”…

– Decisions are good even with asymmetric stakes.
– But probability estimates are biased to extremes. 


•  Tradeoff between black-swan and availability 

when making decisions from few samples.
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